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The influence of the current channel ra-

dius on the electrostatic ion-cyclotron in-

stability is investigated. The effective ra-

dius of the channel is varied by negatively

biasing a ring electrode surrounding the cir-

cular positively biased electrode which draws

the current. When the current channel is con-

tracted to a few ion Larmor radii the insta-

bility is quenched.

Both the electrostatic ion-cyclotron in-

stability (EICI) and the potential relaxation

instability (PRI) can be excited in a single-

ended Q-machine by drawing an electron cur-

rent to an electrode which is positively

biased with respect to the unperturbed plas-

ma potential /1-3/.

Recent experiments /3/ showed that it

depends critically on the radius of the elec-

trode (i.e. the current channel radius) which

of these two instabilities is excited. The

EICI is predominantly excited when the radius

of a circular electrode I^p is much smaller

than the radius of the plasma column. It ap-

pears most clearly when R =
 llCP^/L<. '"ч * s t

'
le

ion Larmor radius) takes a value of 3 5 R 5

6. In keeping with recent theoretical inves-

tigations /4/ it cannot be excited for R S I .

The PRI is predominantly excited when R Í tO

and strongly modulates the EICI /3/. It is

well known that the EICI vanishes if KQ„ ap-

proaches the radius of the plasma column even

fur R f 6. This effect has been considered in

Refs. 3 and 5. Even a positively biased strip

crossing the entire plasma column could ex-

cite the EICI when its width was a few times

4; /6/.

In this contribution the circular elec-

trode which is used for the excitation of the

EICI is surrounded by an additional ring

electrode. A negative bias of this ring pro-

duces a positive space charge which extends

into the current channel in front of the but-

ton. This space charge controlls the effec-

tive current channel radius whereby the EICI

can even be totally quenched. )

The experiment was performed in the

Innsbruck single-ended Q-machine. A collision-

less К -plasma is produced by surface ioniza-

tion on a hot tungsten plate of 30 mm diam.

The magnetic field ranges from ÍÖ to 250 mT.

The unperturbed temperatures are T. Í T -

0.2 eV. The plasma density ranges between 10*
9 -3

and 10 cm . The plasma column has a length

of 54 cm and is terminated by a button elec-

trode , surrounded by a concentric ring elec-

trode which can be biased separately. The but-

ton has a diam. of 10 mm; the ring an inner

diam. of 12 mm and an outer diam. of 32 mm.

Both electrodes are heated to prevent coating

by potassium. Tig. 1 a shows this set-up.

An axially and radially movable emissive

probe, a I.5 mm long loop of 0.1 mm Ta-wire,

measures the time-averaged plasma potential

*p£' W e a s s u m e t h e floating potential of this

probe, observed across a I Mi) resistor, to be

a sufficiently accurate measure for Ф^.

Fig. 1 Ь shows the button current It ver-

sus the ring voltage U with the plasma densi-

ty и as parameter for a constant value of the

button voltage U^ • t 1.6 V. For each value

) N.Sato and R.Hatakeyama recently reported

that they too obtained a suppresion of the

EICI in a similar set-up.
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with ptaima deniltyFig. l a: Ex.peA4Jn&ntaZ izt-up. b: Button cuMitnt I, veAiui ftXng ЬЫ&
n ал ралатеХел. В » 150 mT and button biaí U^ - + 1.6 V.

of и the current Z^ increases Kith increasing cates an increased ("anomalous") resistivity

tî  until U^ reaches the value of the unper- caused by the EICI /7/. As soon as U becomes

turbci plasma potential. This behaviour of 1* more positive than the plasma potential, I»

nan be explained as follows: For a negative shows a large positive peak followed by a

U^ a positive space charge builds up in front

oi the ring. For decreasing U^ this space

charge expends also into the region in front

of the central button electrode thereby con-

tracting the effective cross section of the

electron current channel. The negative ring

bias has no effect on the density. The con-

traction of the current channel is seen from

the changr of the radial profile of * . (Fig.

7 a). Tho:;e profiles are measured 5 cm in
9 ч

front of the end plate for и = I.IKJO cm .

I'm- UJJ = - 133 V the current channel in com-

pletely closed, 7(, is zero and the EICI is

quenched. By increasing IT tli« channel opens

and both 7jj and the channel radius increase.

For a certain value of It (indicated by ar-

strong decrease. Above that value of Ü a

strong PRI appears since now an electron cur-

rent flows through the entire cross section.

The PRI appears even if the button bias is

negative and not sufficient to drive the EICI.

The variation of the channel radius is

constant along the plasma column. However,

the "depth" of the current channel is larger

close to the button, in keeping with earlier

measurements of the axial plasma potential

profile /7,8/. Fig. 2 b shows the spectra

of the EICI corresponding to the indicated

values of U.. The spectra are taken from the

a.c.cuinponent of I* . For a certain value of

U (here for U, = - tO V, corresponding to

R » 4) the EICI shows a very clear strong

rows in Tig. 1 b), corresponding to a certain peak without any sidebands or stronger noise,

radius 4Cp < *£ the 1ЛС1 appears. At that When Ux is so negative that the EICI is

value 7jj shows a small plateau. This indi- quenched, for a fixed Uj, an increase of U^
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fig. 2 a: Radio/. p>ie(Uzi oi the. plawa. po-
tential, meaiuiud 5 cm in iwnt o<
the. e.nd plate, with ting blot U* a*
ралатеЛеА. В • 110 mT, Ut • t 15 V,
n = i.lxlO9 cm"'.

b: frequency iptatfta. oi button cuvient
If, coviuponding to tht indicated
valau o{ UK.

will overcome the quenching effect and the

EICI reappears.

Taking into account the results of Ref.

S we postulate that a sufficient and necessa-

ry condition for driving the EICI unstable in

the present set-up is the existence of a cur-

rent of. sufficient density in a channel of a

radius larger than the ion Larmor radius but

smaller than the column radius.

The present work yields another prove

for the critical influence the radius of the

current channel has on the properties of the

EICI and is in keeping with earlier experi-

mental results /3/ and theoretical calcula-

tions by Bakshi et al. / V who showed that

current filaments with a width of only a few

ion Larmor radii cannot sustain the EICI and

"filamental quenching" occurs.
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